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Legendary UK positive punks The Danse Society have
recently reformed and are about to release an album of
13 new songs. While the release date is to be
announced, the title of the record will be Change Of
Skin.
And it's an aptly titled record because the group now has a
female vocalist - Maeth Allsop. She replaces original
vocalist Steve Rawlings. The new lineup is Guitarist Paul
Nash, Keyboard player Dave Whitaker and Drummer Paul
Gilmartin. On their website, the group promises "big layered
songs of emotion and glory."
Also, The Danse Society are going to release Demos Vol.1 The Heaven Is Waiting Demo Recordings. As the title
suggests, fans will find the original and raw recordings of the
1983 released album, Heaven Is Waiting. The album will be
available on vinyl, CD and download. Release date is to be
announced.ate is to be announced, the title of the record
will be Change Of Skin.
And it's an aptly titled record because the group now has a
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